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Foreword
This manual has been prepared by the Welwyn Garden City Town Centre
Partnership in conjunction with Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council and
Hertfordshire County Council as part of a continuing commitment to improve
the quality of the public realm in Welwyn Garden City town centre.
Welwyn Garden City town centre is special in both architectural and planning
terms and should use these merits as an opportunity to enhance its image and
differentiate itself from other competing town centres. The key aim of this
streetscape design manual is to improve the environmental quality of the town
centre by having an agreed and consistent palette of materials, street furniture
and design approach to act as a guide to all stakeholders who are responsible
for the development and management of the town centre public realm i.e.
Hertfordshire County Council, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, private
property owners, landlords and tenants.
In developing this manual several objectives have been factored into the
guidance on the design, delivery and management of the different elements of
the town centre streetscape.
Objective 1: To raise awareness of the significance of the public realm in the
town centre as a key element of the character of the Welwyn
Garden City conservation area.
Objective 2: To provide a framework for the delivery and maintenance of a
high quality, coordinated, connected and coherent public realm.
Objective 3: To develop priorities for investment in the town centre public
realm.
Objective 4: To achieve excellence by following and sharing good practice.
Objective 5: To support and facilitate the overall strategy and vision for
Welwyn Garden City town centre.
These objectives highlight the fact that we have to balance the protection and
enhancement of the conservation area with the economic needs of the town
centre. There is however connectivity between all of these objectives, in that
by improving the quality of the public realm we are also seeking to enhance
the user experience for those visiting our town centre.
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This design manual can be taken at two levels:


Firstly at a basic level, this manual can address some of the issues raised
in the recent street audits undertaken by the Town Centre Partnership
Public Realm working party and the findings of the Welwyn Garden City
Conservation Area Appraisal1, namely better co-ordination of public
realm elements from the ‘seemingly arbitrary variation in street
furniture and fittings’ to the ‘uncoordinated signage’.



Secondly, but requiring a longer term aspiration for the town centre the
approach to the public realm should be taken as a whole, rather than
piecemeal, with the aim of realizing a town centre wide public realm
strategy and long term vision for a successful town centre. Welwyn
Garden City celebrates its centenary in 2020 and it would be good to
aspire to the delivery of key enhancements for this date. For this, both
professional advice as well as the involvement of all stakeholders is
required and it also likely to require significant funding.

Signed:

Chris Hooper
Chair, Welwyn Garden City Town Centre Partnership
30 April 2015

1

Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, Welwyn Garden City Conservation Area Appraisal,
September 2007
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1.0 Introduction
Streetscape is about the visual aspects of the street and covers all elements,
from the building frontages to the street paving and road surfaces, street
furniture (benches, bins and bollards), lighting, signage, planting whilst
allowing provision for vehicles and pedestrians.
This manual aims to establish an overall design guide for Welwyn Garden City
town centre, capable of being implemented over the coming years as resources
permit. Its purpose is to make the town centre more attractive in a way that
reflects the town’s ‘Garden City’ heritage, character and qualities, whilst
being safe, accessible and enjoyable for all. The challenge is to gain the
support and acceptance by all those involved in the management and
maintenance of the streetscape so that we can work together to create a
successful town centre for the 21st century.
This strategy is based on the English Heritage document ‘Streets for All’ (East
of England) which sets out principles of good practice and on a street and
historical audit of the town centre with reference to both the Welwyn Garden
City Conservation Area Appraisal and the British Retail Consortium’s guidance
document ‘21st Century High Streets: A New Vision for our Town Centres’ (July
2009).
1.1

The purpose of this manual

The Welwyn Garden City Conservation Area Appraisal highlighted several issues
around the quality of the public realm in the town centre. In addition the
Welwyn Garden City Town Centre Partnership has set up a working group to
consider those issues specifically related to the quality of the town centre’s
environment. In reviewing theses issues it became clear that several parties
have a responsibility to the management and maintenance of the town centre
public realm whilst recognising its conservation area status and given the tight
budgets and frameworks within which these parties have to work, partnership
working is required more than ever.
Fundamentally, the purpose of this manual is to raise the standard of
streetworks consistently throughout Welwyn Garden City town centre (figure 1 
LGHQWLILHVthe NH\DUHDVRIWKHWRZQFHQWUHWKDWWKHJXLGDQFHVKRXOGDSSO\WR). The
manual not only sets a standard for the county council and borough council’s
own street works but is also intended as a guide for contractors, developers,
public utilities and other private agencies that may be working on the streets in
the town centre.
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Figure 1 - Map of Welwyn Garden City town centre as considered by this document.
Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA100019547

1.2

Who is this manual for?

As noted above, this manual is primarily intended to guide the work of the
county and borough council authorities who are generally responsible for the
design, maintenance and management of much of the town centre’s streets
and public spaces. It will also be of interest to councillors who are making
executive decisions about investment priorities and should act as a guide to
property landlords and tenants. As such, it needs to be developed in
consultation with all these groups as well as local amenity groups such as the
Welwyn Garden City Society, the Welwyn Garden Heritage Trust and the
Welwyn Hatfield Access Group.
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The target audiences for this manual are:
a) County council and borough council officers working in, for example:
• Highway and traffic engineering
• Highways management and maintenance
• Planning, conservation and urban design
• Parking management
• Corporate property and estates management
All of whom will be encouraged to adopt the principles set out in this manual.
b) The guide will also be of interest to people working in private sector
companies whose work has an impact on the streetscape, including:
• Utility companies
• Architects
• Developers
• Contractors (including council contractors)
c) It will also be of relevance to local groups whose interest in the streetscape
gives them a particular experience and expertise, for example:
• Conservation groups
• Historical societies
• Transport campaign groups
• Disability groups
1.3

The status of this document

The guidance in this manual is non statutory but does link to the borough
council’s adopted planning policies regarding the town centre, conservation
and the protection of the environment (and the document also links with the
borough council’s emerging Local Plan with regard to these matters). This
guide will also assist developers in understanding the requirements of both the
borough and county council in terms of streetscape improvements.
Other local documents that the manual has had regard to and which should be
read alongside the guidance promoted in this manual include:
 Hertfordshire County Council, Roads in Hertfordshire – 3rd Edition, 2011
 Hertfordshire County Council, Street Lighting Strategy, 2011
 Hertfordshire County Council, Highway Tree Strategy and Guidance
document, Jan 2013
 Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, Welwyn Garden City - Guide to
Shopfront and Advertisement Design, 2012
 Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, Trees and Woodlands Strategy, 2013
Finally, the borough council and the county council will also explore linking the
key principles of the manual into any future guidance relating to the public
realm in Welwyn Garden City town centre.
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1.4

How to read the manual.

The manual is separated into themed topic areas, each of which makes a
significant contribution to the streetscape experience, including:
 Street Lighting
 Ground Surfaces
 Street Furniture
 Pavement Cafes, Street Trading, Events & Activities
 Building Frontages
Within these topics the manual has sought to identify some of the current
problems and issues we are seeking to address as well and identifying those
elements of the streetscape we may be seeking to protect. The manual then
identifies some of the immediate recommendations proposed as well as
identifying opportunities for enhancement projects in the longer term or as and
when funding allows.
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2.0 Character of Welwyn Garden City Town Centre
– Key Elements
This chapter discusses the importance of local character and briefly describes
those elements of the streetscape that are considered to have a key role in
maintaining and enhancing this.
2.1

Local character and distinctiveness



The town centre is part of the wider Welwyn Garden City Conservation Area
(see figure 2 for map) and has its own particular character that derives from
its planned history, through to the dominance of the landscaping, the neogeorgian architecture and the variety of roles the town centre plays in
terms of retail, civic, cultural, and community uses.



There is a duty placed to preserve and enhance the character of the
conservation area and in order to do this those key stakeholders who have a
role in the management and maintenance of the town centre need to
understand and recognise the principal constituent elements of public realm
and how they relate to each other. This includes not only the layout of the
town centre, the relationship of the buildings to the public spaces but also
the landscaping, materials, street furniture and levels of quality sought.
Whilst all elements of the public realm are important the following features
are of particular note.

2.2

Trees and landscaping



This is one of the key elements of the garden city and in the town centre
there is a generous blend of both formal and informal planting. One of the
most defining features are the formal landscaped boulevards (Howardsgate
and Parkway) which are designed with a mixture of paved and planted open
spaces. In addition informal mature trees exist in The Campus, which along
with street trees and ornamental trees elsewhere in the town centre
provide a harmonious landscaped setting to the retail environment.



Where new trees and landscaping are proposed species selection should be
agreed with the borough council’s Landscaping and Arboricultural team as
the historical and physical setting needs to be fully considered alongside
factors such as:
- The available pavement width to allow for any tree pit and for future
tree growth in terms of girth.
- The nearby building line to allow for future canopy growth and height.
- Any nearby or proposed lighting columns to ensure effective lighting.
- Any underground services.
Furthermore, any new landscaping within the highway should also be agreed
with the borough council’s Client Services team to consider its future
maintenance regime.
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Fig 2 – Map to show the WGC Conservation Area designation.
Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA100019547
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There is a distinction between trees on the adopted highway and trees on
private land. Where there are trees on the highway, the Hertfordshire
County Council Highway Tree Strategy and Guidance document (Jan 2013)
should also be referred to.



Trees, grass and borders should be well-maintained. Tree pits in the town
centre should have a consistent approach (see section on ground surfaces).



Where there is ongoing verge damage in the town centre a review should be
undertaken of the reasons why such damage is occurring and mitigation
measures considered (the preference being to resist removal of the verges).



In the longer term where enhancement or development projects are
planned for in the town centre elements such as grass verges and open
spaces should be retained. They are an essential aspect of the garden city.



Whilst railings are referred to later in this document, it should be noted
that in some parts of the town centre post and rail as well as hedging is
used as an appropriate means of protecting verges.

Fig 3 – An example of the high quality landscaping that is prevalent in the town
centre.
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2.3


Historic street lighting design

Within the town centre (and extending out to other parts of the wider
conservation area) there is a definitive lighting design bespoke to Welwyn
Garden City which was designed for the garden city by the original town
architect and planner, Louis De Soisson (see fig 4 below). It has a crucial
role in reinforcing local character and should be maintained throughout the
town centre. This lighting is referred to by the county council as Special
Design Apparatus (SDA) and is discussed further in Chapter 3.

Fig 4 – An example of the original Coolie design street lamps.
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2.4


Bespoke street furniture

Within the town centre there are several examples of bespoke street
furniture. Whilst these may not be listed by English Heritage, they still
have an aesthetic value that that contributes to the character of the
conservation area. Where bespoke railings, metalwork, anniversary pieces,
statues or landscape features are identified they should be retained and
maintained wherever possible. For railings and other metalwork this also
often means repainting in the ‘Welwyn Garden City green’ – a willow green
colour that is prevalent in the town centre and referred to in this manual.

Fig 5 – An example of some of the bespoke elements in WGC Town Centre.

2.5


Poster Booths

There are two poster booths (dating from the 1950s) in the town centre and
whilst these are a unique feature they are desperately in need of renovation
(although at present these booths are under private ownership). The
aspiration is for these to be acquired, renovated and then used to build a
sense of community and inform/educate readers about Welwyn Garden
City. This is an on-going project that is being championed by the Welwyn
Garden City Society.
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Fig 6 - One of the poster booths in Howardsgate.

2.5

Guiding Principles

To meet the objectives of this manual and to ensure the continued
preservation and enhancement of Welwyn Garden City’s town centre it is
suggested that the guiding principles of streetscape design are that all public
realm works should be:






Of a high quality – in terms of design approach, materials and workmanship.
Appropriate to the period and style of the town centre’s original
development but enhancing the neo-Georgian style of many of its buildings
and maintaining the sense of scale and order of Louis de Soissons’ classic
design, embracing his technique of securing variety with few variables.
Based on the use of natural materials and colours, to promote the gardenfeel of the town and help blend townscapes and gardens together.
Focused on highlighting the generous open areas – especially the green
areas (grass, gardens and borders) – and the feeling of space, light and
safety making ‘it a nicer place to hang about in’; an expression used to
promote the British Retail Consortium’s paper entitled 21st Century High
Streets.
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3.0 Street Lighting
As noted in Chapter 2 much of the street lighting in the town centre is of a
bespoke design (referred to as Special Design Apparatus) that contributes to
the character of the town centre (and the wider conservation area) –
particularly when it is seen as part of the wider streetscape along vistas such as
Parkway. This chapter considers some of the issues related to street lighting in
the town centre and recommendations for its future maintenance and
replacement.

Fig 7 – The original Coolie design street lamps on Parkway.

3.1





Key Objectives:

To ensure a safe highway network and to contribute to the security of the
town centre and its users.
To protect, maintain and refurbish the Special Design Apparatus to ensure it
remains functional.
To ensure that where Special Design Apparatus is replaced, it is on a ‘like
for like’ basis.
To support longer term aspirations to replace standard street lighting with
Special Design Apparatus to enhance the character of the conservation area
where the opportunity arises.
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3.2

Special Design Apparatus (SDA)

Current Issues
 Generally within the town centre the majority of the street lighting on the
highway is of the bespoke design, however, both the columns and lanterns
are getting old and will eventually require replacement.
 Due to the age of the existing lighting in the town centre regular structural
testing is necessary and there is limited capacity for the lighting to hold
features such as Christmas lights or additional signage.
 The lighting in the town centre has been surveyed and mapped so there is a
database of what currently exists.
Recommendations
 Lighting is managed and maintained by the county council and the general
approach taken is that where there is existing SDA (as we have in the town
centre) in the event of a knock down or replacement the lanterns and
columns will be replaced on a like for like basis.
 Where such replacement is proposed in the town centre it is recommended
that two types of lantern are considered (dependent on the design of the
original SDA). Both are produced by the lighting company DW Windsor2 and
include the Hatfield lantern and the Salisbury lantern (see fig 8 below).

Fig 8 - The Hatfield Lantern and the Salisbury Lantern.





2

Whilst much of the original SDA is on a staggered column it is recognised
that due to modern standards these types of column are generally no longer
produced. As such a plain stepped column (or alternatively a tapered
column) of a height to match that existing is recommended. Dependent on
the location of any new columns issues such as the need to hold decorations
and/or additional signage should also be considered.
Of particular importance is that both the column and the lantern of any new
lighting should be finished in BS12B21, the ‘Welwyn Garden City green’
colour that predominates much of the original SDA in the town centre.

See www.dwwindsor.com
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Fig 9 – An example of new SDA lighting introduced as part of the redevelopment of
Sainsbury’s in Wigmores South.
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The general requirement is for sufficient not excessive lighting and
currently this appears to be the case. Generally replacement follows a
‘point for point’ strategy whereby replacement columns will be sited in the
same position as the existing unit or very close to it. Whilst new street
lighting will need to be considered in relation to the current standards set
by the county council the visual appearance of the lighting in the
streetscene should also be taken into account e.g. spacing, position on the
footway, column height etc.
At present the county council’s strategy is not to extend the population of
SDA within town centres and conservation areas but to manage and
maintain that which currently exists. The opportunity to undertake a
comprehensive replacement of the older SDA on key routes/vistas such as
Parkway or Howardsgate would be supported by the partnership; however,
this would require significant commencement funding and further discussion
between the county council and the borough council as well as being of
interest to other key stakeholders.
Where development proposals are introducing new lighting arrangements
that would not form part of the highway but would be privately managed
and maintained, the use of the designs noted above should be the preferred
option.
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4.0 Ground Surfaces
Ground surfaces can create an appearance of unity in the street when a limited
palette of materials is consistently applied throughout. This also eases
maintenance, thereby ensuring that the appearance of the street does not
degenerate over time because replacement is standard for the area. This
chapter gives details on the main paving and kerb options in the town centre.
4.1





Key Objectives:

To relate ground surfaces to their surrounding streetscape context and
respect local designs and detail.
To respect the relationship between the footway, buildings and
carriageway.
To agree a palette of materials and a consistent approach to repairs in the
town centre.
To retain grass verges.

4.2

Footway/Paving Details

Current issues
 At present there is an uncoordinated approach to paving in the town centre.
This along with the use of inconsistent materials, continual damage due to
vehicle overrun and poor examples of repair means there is an overall lack
of a homogenous ‘garden city’ design.

Fig 10 - Damaged, poor quality and inconsistent paving materials are currently used.



The most obvious issue is the range of paving slab sizes that can be found in
different parts of the town centre – even though these are all ‘standard’
sizes e.g. 400x400mm, 600x600mm and 600x900mm. There are also
different finishes and colours used across the town centre – see fig 11.
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Below: 600mm x 900mm on Bridge Road

Below: 600mm x 600mm on Howardsgate

Below: 400mm x 400mm on Parkway

Fig 11 - Photos to illustrate the different types and sizes of conrete slab paving
currently used. Where repairs are needed a like for like approach should be taken.
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Generally, in Welwyn Garden City the colour has traditionally been lighter
and more of a ‘grey’ tone, ‘lifted’ by pattern work. In developing an
agreed palette of materials professional advice should be sought as to the
colour and type of paving used as the choice is enormous. The suggestion is
that the traditional concrete paving in large rectangular sizing should be
retained as it is perhaps more in keeping with the ‘clean, open space’ vision
of the Garden City. Where there are larger open areas of paving in the
town centre the replication of designs such as those pictured below could
also be considered where appropriate to enhance public spaces.

Fig 12 - The original WGC paving design adjacent Anniversary Gardens during 1950s.



Another factor is the different types of tree pit in the town centre and the
need to agree an approach to these.

Fig 13 – Tree pits in the town centre.
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Recommendations
 It is considered that slab options for day to day management and
maintenance should be agreed. We currently have varying areas of paving
design and in the interim repairs or replacements need to tie in with these
designs. Where larger scale replacements are proposed there is also the
opportunity to review the paving proposed for a more standard element.
 In most areas it is recommended that this should comprise of a standard
concrete paving slab (600x900mm) in a grey tone.

Fig 14 - A good example of an area of new paving that has been design to blend with
existing areas and uses the recommended standard bollard type.







It should be noted that larger slabs are often susceptible to cracking under
vehicle loading, although new technology along with thicker slab sizes does
means they are now more durable which avoids the need to protect the
pavement with bollards. Whatever choice is made, every effort must be
made to ensure that the slabs are capable of taking the trading and abuse
without damage. Ideally it is better to prevent vehicle overrun but where
this may occur the first metre of paving should be strengthened to increase
resistance to overrun.
Quality of installation is also important. Where repairs or wider
replacement is proposed careful attention must be paid to cutting slabs
around street furniture to leave a neat finish. In this regard good
reinstatement by utility companies is also essential to maintaining the
quality of the finish and to ensure level and unbroken paving.
Bitumous (black top) should not be used for footway areas in the town
centre. Where it has had to be used as a temporary fix, it should be
removed and replaced with an appropriately sized paving slab within a 3 to
6 month period.
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Granite setts could be used in certain locations to delineate areas e.g.
private access to rear loading bays/parking areas for retail blocks.
The use of red tactile paving at controlled crossing points and buff tactile
paving at uncontrolled crossing points (see fig 15) with a 6 dome standard
blister pattern and using a slab size of 400x400mm is recommended where
pedestrian crossings are being repaired, revamped or introduced to be
compliant.

Fig 15 - Example of the two types of tactile ‘blister’ paving used at crossing points.
(Parkway)






In some locations it is appropriate to continue the paving into adjacent
privately owned areas without a change in either materials or the bonding
pattern. Where this occurs the boundary between the public and private
areas could be marked with a series of brass studs.
Ideally any paving refurbishment close to the town centre’s boundaries
should also blend with the wider surrounding conservation area.
In the longer term it is considered that a public realm enhancement project
should be undertaken and that a type, colour, size and standard of paving
should be agreed for use throughout the town centre. Once agreement on
the paving type has been reached, large-scale application will have
significant funding implications and it is recognised that a specific budget or
grant will be necessary. However, changing the paving will have, perhaps,
the biggest effect on the appearance of the streetscape and when assessing
costs, sustainable accounting methods and ‘life cycle’ costing should be
used (which should include provision for maintenance costs).
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Fig 16 - Larger scale renewal schemes offer the opportunity for enhancements – new
paving on Wigmores South.

4.3

Kerbs

Current issues
 The design and quality of the kerb has a significant effect on the finish of
the streetscape and compliments the paved and grassed areas of the town
centre. Again there are different types of kerb in the town centre with a
mix of traditional granite and precast concrete being used (and also of
different widths).
 The standard type of kerb in the town centre is the non exposed aggregate.

Fig 17 - Photos showing older granite kerbs and more modern smooth concrete kerbs.
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Recommendations
 The vision for the future town centre needs to be agreed and then
safety/pedestrian-traffic separation needs to be built into the design. The
English Heritage ‘Streets for All’ document states that maintaining kerb
lines preserves the historical form of streets. Between road and pavement,
it is important to keep a reasonable kerb height and to use different
materials to define/highlight the separation. If the current layout of the
town centre is maintained, it would seem advisable to maintain the
existence of kerbs to separate pedestrians and traffic.
 Careful consideration must be given to areas designed to improve
access/safety for those with mobility/disability issues and these areas,
already well-established in the WGC town centre, should be accommodated
as part of the overall design and not added as an afterthought. Disability
groups should be consulted. The Disability Discrimination Act 2004 must be
adhered to.
4.4

Road markings

Current issues
 Lining the carriageway is the main mechanism for regulating driver
behaviour but can also have a significant negative impact on the public
realm if not implemented sensitively. Unfortunately there have been
incidences where road lining has been undertaken without due care and
consideration.
Recommendations
 Within the town centre (and the wider conservation area) the minimum
requirement for road markings should be as follows: when resurfacing roads
regulatory yellow lines should be reinstated (only where necessary and
appropriate) at a narrow width of 50mm and in primrose yellow in
accordance with best practice (Primrose Yellow – BS381C No.310).
 Coloured Carriageway Surfaces: generally, the use of coloured carriageways
is not recommended in the town centre, they are unattractive and a
maintenance liability, especially when they become oil stained and utilities
fail to reinstate them properly.
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5.0

Street Furniture

This chapter provides information on major items of street furniture and states
preferred designs, colours and positions within the footway and carriageway.
In line with the key principle/aim of reducing street clutter the careful
amalgamation, coordination and positioning of street furniture plays a major
role in achieving this objective as well as defining a reduced palette of
materials.
5.1






Key Objectives:

To achieve an uncluttered, well-maintained and consistent ‘Garden City’
style of street furniture throughout the town centre respecting local designs
and details.
To identify and remove superfluous/redundant items but preserve and
maintain historic street furniture.
To co-ordinate the different elements of the streetscape and ensure they
are appropriately sited within the footway.
To agree a limited range of street furniture to achieve consistency and
enhance the identity of the town centre.
To consider future maintenance.

5.2

Signage

Current issues
 There are several types of road signage within the town centre environment
– vehicular traffic signs, controlled parking signs, cycle signage, pedestrian
signage and street nameplates.
 Some of the town centre signs are in poor state of repair.
Recommendations
 The proposal is that road signs should be located on buildings or on existing
posts whenever suitable. This will avoid the need to add new posts which
can increase problems with street clutter. An audit by the relevant
authorities could help rationalise the number of signs in accordance with
current legislation. Suggestions related to the different types of signage in
the town centre are as follows.
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Fig 18 - Badly-maintained signs detract from the appearance of the town centre.







Vehicular traffic signs
The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002 and its associated
chapters regulate the vehicular traffic signs and markings to be used on the
public highway. It is important to ensure that the signs and markings are in
accordance with these regulations as drivers can successfully appeal against
a penalty charge notice if they can show that the signs or marking were
inadequate. However, the aim should be for minimum signage advisable.
The regulations do however allow some variation in the size of traffic sign
allowed.
Existing posts and columns should be used for signage and combining signs
onto a single board can further reduce clutter.
The use of illuminated signs should also be minimised.
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Parking Restrictions
Within the town centre there are Permit Parking Areas which are marked
and signed.
Parking signs have to be clearly visible to enable consistent, unchallengable
parking control. However, to reduce their impact on the conservation area
the signs should be as small as possible.
Parking restriction plates should be fixed to walls by agreement (and a
wayleave agreement may be required to do this) or lamp columns wherever
possible. It is recognised, however, that in some instances (e.g. new
residents permit parking areas) the signage has to be a required size for
purposes of enforcement.
Pedestrian signage
A new town centre wide pedestrian signage scheme was recently installed
in the town centre for the guidance of residents, tourists, businesses and
visitors. This signage is of a bespoke style (also by DW Windsor) and uses a
Linotype Octavian Roman font lettering on a mineral green fingerpost
design.
It is intended that this should be the main pedestrian signage for the town
centre and should be monitored, maintained and managed to ensure that it
is up to date i.e. finger posts should be added or removed where necessary
or should destinations change.

Fig 19 –New pedestrian signage installed in 2011.
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Street nameplates
A minimum of one street nameplate located at each end of a road is
required by law, with the installation of further signs being discretionary.
This is managed by the borough council.
Original street nameplates are made of cast iron or enamel and should be
retained and repaired wherever possible.
Where replacement or new signage is required this should be to the
standard specification used within the borough incorporating the
appropriate font for the Welwyn Garden City area. Where appropriate, it is
recommended that street nameplates should include ‘No Through Road’
emblems to reduce the need for additional signs and posts.
Nameplates in the town centre should preferably be attached to a building.

Fig 20 – Examples of the original nameplates and font in the town centre.
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5.2

Railings

Current issues
 Within the town centre there are different types of railings which are
managed and maintained by different parties depending on their role or
function.

Fig 21 - The original pedestrian guard rail seen in the town centre is of a bespoke
design and should be repaired to match.

Recommendations
 Generally, railings should only be used where the protection of pedestrians
or grass verges/greenspace is necessary.

Fig 22 - Where new pedestrian guard rail has been introduced it is of a standard type
but key to its integration in the street scene is the fact that it has been painted in
BS12B21.
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Where railings are used to protect greenery there is a distinct Welwyn
Garden City railing design (see Fig 23). Where new guardrail is installed for
a similar purpose an identical style and colour should be used throughout
the town centre. In some instances, the use of post and rail fencing as well
as hedging has been used to protect verges.

Fig 23 - Bespoke guardrail design protecting greenspace along Howardsgate.



There are also other parts of the town centre where a bespoke guardrail
design is used. Similarly, these should be protected and respected.

Fig 24 - Bespoke guardrail design to the ramped access adjacent Anniversary Gardens.



Within the town centre all pedestrian guardrail must be galvanized and
must be finished either with a green powder coating or painted in the
‘Welwyn Garden City green’ colour (BS12B21).
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Maintenance is an issue. Where guardrail is damaged through an accident,
insurance compensation should be sought to repair and repaint. Otherwise
there is currently no maintenance budget and an application would have to
be made to the County Highway Locality Budget. Whilst this may be the
current position it should be noted that hat this may change in the future.
Where crossings are redesigned the need for guard rail should be reconsidered. Similarly where existing guardrail is no longer considered to be
necessary it should be removed.

5.3

Bollards

Current issues
 Bollards are used for several reasons; for the safety of pedestrians,
preventing pavement parking and closing roads to vehicular traffic.
 There are currently far too many designs in town centre which is resulting in
an uncoordinated and cluttered appearance.

Fig 25 - Bollards used on private land and on the highway – a mix of designs.



Uniformity and consistency in bollard type should be achieved through
bollard replacement following agreement on a preferential design
approach.
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Recommendations
 Bollards installed by the county council are generally used to protect
pedestrians, pavements or building frontages from vehicles. Where these
are required it is suggested that the default bollard should be the three ring
exposed aggregate bollard shown in Fig 26.

Fig 26 - The recommended bollard for use on public highway, shown here in two
height variations and in the ‘warm’ cream shade.






In some locations the role of a bollard could be achieved by considering the
multi purpose aspect of using other street furniture to achieve these
outcomes.
Maintenance is again an issue and therefore the removal of unnecessary
bollards should be an ongoing programme. Bollards should be removed
when un-strengthened paving is replaced with strengthened paving, where
there are parking controls to prevent footway parking, and where crossings
no longer require them.
Where bollards are installed by private landlords it is recommended that a
‘Morpeth’ or ‘Manchester’ style of bollard is used in a black finish.
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5.4

Benches

Current issues
 The provision of seating contributes to the social life of the town centre,
provides useful rest points and enables the enjoyment of the Garden City.
Whilst there are currently different designs of bench in the town centre,
these have recently been refurbished and repainted in a water repellent
coating which has created a more homogenous appearance in the town
centre.

Fig 27 – Recently retreated benches in Howardsgate.

Recommendations
 Generally there is adequate seating within the town centre and so the
addition of new seating should only be encouraged in places where people
will use it e.g. in a sunny location or where there is an attractive view or
where it will contribute to the streetscene whilst giving careful
consideration in relation to issues such as anti-social behavior. In placing
new benches in the town centre these should be also be sited adjacent to a
bin.
 As benches are gradually replaced in the town centre (or where new
benches are proposed), the borough council have selected IS/A/190 1.9m
Islington Seat with arms, Treated with 3 coats of Rystix UV water repellent from Branson Leisure as the preferred style.
 Some benches in the town centre are memorial benches. Licences for a
memorial bench can be purchased by the borough council for a period of 10
years. The fee includes the cost of the bench, its installation, the creation
of a plaque with an agreed inscription. After the expiration of the initial 10
year period, the licence holder will have the choice to renew their licence.
Alternatively, should the licence holder decline to renew, their dedication
will be removed and the bench will be made available for someone else.
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Fig 28 – one of the memorial benches on Parkway.

5.5

Litter Bins

Current issues
 Litter bins are essential to keep the town centre tidy and are needed at
regular intervals within the streetscene. At present there are different
designs of bin in the town centre which again results in an uncoordinated
approach to street furniture to the detriment of the appearance of the
town centre.
Recommendations
 The proposal to adopt a single design of litter bin in the town centre to
replace the mix of old style bins that can presently be found has already
been taken on board. The borough council is responsible for the
management and maintenance of bins and is currently part way through a
project to review the standard of provision in the town centre. Where bins
are found to be in need of replacement a standard design has been selected
which continues to use the black/gold finish and can also incorporate a top
ashtray for locations in the town centre where such a feature is deemed to
be necessary (see fig 29).
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Fig 29 – An example of the new standard litter bin (with ashtray).







Due to current budget constraints it is recognised that the replacement of
bins in the town centre with the new standard design will occur over a
period of time. Whilst it would be preferable to undertake a single
comprehensive programme of replacement this would require significant
forward funding.
At present it is considered that the bins are generally well sited. Where
schemes or proposals are considered that would introduce or relocate
existing bins it is recommended that bins should continue to be sited near
generators of waste (fast food restaurants) and exits from Howard Centre
and other pedestrian flows.
It is recommended that a maintenance, repair and retreating
policy/programme should be adopted so that cyclical reviews of the
standard of provision in the town centre can be undertaken.

5.6

Cycle racks

Current issues
 The provision of cycle racks actively encourages cycling and fits with the
Garden City ethos. Within the town centre there are several areas of cycle
racks but these are well used and there is always pressure to expand the
network.
 Racks in the town centre are generally the standard ‘Sheffield hoop’ and
most usually are arranged in a layout perpendicular to the kerb (although a
parallel layout could be considered).
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Fig 30 - Cycle racks outside the Howard Centre are very well used.

Recommendations
 Where new racks are proposed these should be suitably located so as to
consider other town centre users and their appearance within the
streetscene. Generally racks should be located to the edge of the footway.
 New racks should be the standard Sheffield hoop design and be of a black
finish.
 The current location of the cycle racks outside the Howard Centre suits
commuters, but a convenient relocation might be considered if the vision
for this area is clarified. Additional capacity should be considered as they
are often over full during the week.
5.7

CCTV masts

Current issues
 There are seven CCTV columns in the town centre. Whilst CCTV enhances
town centre safety and security the current purpose built masts are
considered a dominant feature in the town centre.
 To improve the appearance of the current masts have recently been
repainted the Welwyn Garden City green (BS 12B21) to blend with the
lighting and guardrail in the town centre.
Recommendations
 No further masts should be added in the town centre and in future cameras
should be relocated onto buildings or combined with other street furniture.
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5.8

A Boards

Current Issues
 A-boards can be seen as street clutter forming a pavement obstruction and
a trip hazard. They are dangerous for blind and partially sighted people.
However, they are a useful form of advertising that can add to the
character of the town and should be allowed, provided that A boards are
limited to one per shop/restaurant and do not cause obstruction of the
footway.
Recommendations
 The town should consider the development of a standard design in
consultation with traders. Hertfordshire County Council are currently
developing an A board protocol to ensure that A boards are managed and
sited responsibly. This is a project that the Town Centre Partnership could
promote with the support of the county and borough councils.
5.9

Telephone kiosks and post boxes

Current Issues
 Telecom operators are responsible for the installation and maintenance of
telephone kiosks and individual operators may all have their own design
styles. The kiosks in the town centre are generally unsympathetic to
Garden City design and are a target for fly posting.

Fig 31 - Overly-modern phone kiosks.



There is a single free standing traditional Royal Mail red ‘pillar boxes’ at the
northern entrance to the Howard Centre. Whilst this is not listed it is a
recognisable feature in the streetscape.
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Recommendations
 The current kiosks in Theodore’s Way, if used, should ideally be replaced
with the original Gilbert Scott designs as in the old photographs of the town
(see fig. 12) or a design more sympathetic to the concept of the Garden
City.
 Where new telephone kiosks are proposed these should be carefully sited so
as to consider other town centre users, issues such as fly posting and
sufficient space between the door opening and the wider carriageway (so as
not to impede pedestrian flow). New locations should also take account of
wider issues in the conservation area such as key views, character and
streetscene.
 Should new post boxes be introduced these should also be the traditional
free standing Royal Mail red ‘pillar boxes’ and the post box that currently
exists should be retained and maintained.
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6.0 Pavement Cafes, Street Trading, Events & Activities
This chapter considers some of the elements and activities that help add
animation to the streetscene and how they can be designed and managed in a
manner that can contribute to the success of the town centre.
6.1





6.2

Key Objectives
To support pavement cafes where there is suitable space available to
ensure that pedestrians (particularly those with a disability) can pass by
easily.
To ensure that where pavement cafes are agreed good quality matching
tables, chairs, benches and umbrellas are used.
To ensure that street trading, events and activities are well managed so
that their benefits outweigh any temporary disruption or inconvenience
that may occur.
Pavement Cafes

Current issues
 Pavement cafes are becoming more popular and fit the ideals of the Garden
City, enabling people to enjoy the space and greenery and bringing life and
colour to the streets. The aim of creating a more pleasant environment is
to bring people into the town centre and pavement cafes add to the buzz
and atmosphere and attract footfall. They should be encouraged in 21 st
Century High Streets (British Retail Consortium). If not designed well,
however, they can become obstacles and detract from the setting of the
historic environment.
 Businesses are sometimes not aware that in order to operate a pavement
café both permission from the highway authority and planning permission is
required. The Highways Act 1980 provides legislation against obstructions
on the highway and the county council does have the ability to remove any
unauthorised tables and chairs. In addition licensing approval from the
borough council may also be required.
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Fig 32 – Pavement cafes are an increasingly popular feature in the town centre.

Recommendations
 In designing any scheme a pavement café the following principles should be
considered:
- Furniture should be located adjacent to the building from which the café
trades and leave sufficient footway space for the volume of pedestrians
using the street.
- The area to be used should be enclosed by a suitably designed means
such that it that does not have a negative impact on the streetscene or
character of the town centre and to ensure that the pavement café
furniture cannot be accidentally walked into by blind or partially sighted
people.
- The pavement café should not display strident advertising. Whilst larger
chains may have a ‘corporate’ image, this should be tailored to ensure
that it is still sympathetic to the character of the conservation area.
- Street furniture of a quality and style appropriate to the character of
the garden city should be used e.g. plastic chairs would not be
encouraged.
 Bearing this in mind, the obvious areas to encourage pavement cafes are at
the top of Howardsgate and outside the front of the Howard Centre (see fig
30). A rethink of this area could help address some of the issues highlighted
in the Conservation review 2007 ‘the area in front of the Howard Centre is
not an inspiring introduction to Welwyn Garden City, with its patchy lawn,
unvarnished wooden benches and concrete paving’.
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6.3

Street Trading, Events and Activities

Current issues
 Specialist food, crafts and farmers’ markets, events and other activities can
bring both footfall and vitality to the town centre and are to be
encouraged. The majority of formal activity in the town centre is managed
and hosted by the town centre partnership in conjunction with the borough
council. There are several areas in the town centre used for
events/markets including Stonehills, Anniversary Gardens, Wigmores South
and the area outside the main entrance to the Howard Centre. The biggest
event of the year is usually the ‘switch on’ of the Christmas lights in the
town centre.

Fig 33 – Example of a specialist food fair held in the town centre.

Recommendations
 Care should be taken to ensure that pitches are appropriately located and
are of good design.
 There is an increasing calendar of annual events and any significant
remodeling of the public realm (particularly Stonehills or Howardsgate)
should consider the opportunity to re-design space to accommodate a wider
range of activities, events and street trading opportunities in the town
centre whilst preserving the ‘garden’ appeal throughout the year
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7.0

Building frontages

While it is not the purpose of this document to propose guidelines for building
frontages in terms of facade treatment, shopfront design, or commercial
signage, it must be recognised that these frontages do have a significant
impact on the quality of the town centre environment. As a result, building
frontages including shopfronts, signage, lighting and shutters, should be
considered as part of the overall space and streetscape.
7.1






Key Objectives:

Building frontages should enhance rather than dominate the streetscape and
reflect the neo-Georgian original design. New buildings should also enhance
rather than detract from the original Garden City design (see WGC
Conservation Area Appraisal 2007).
Most buildings in the town centre are privately owned and, as such, this
design manual will have to rely on private landlords and tenants support for
it and be supported by suitable planning instruments.
A large number of the important architectural features of the town centre
buildings are being compromised. Examples include brickwork, fenestration
and doorways.
Shop fronts contribute greatly to the feel of a place and, as such, there is
scope to improve all shop fronts, including the Howard Centre.

Fig 34 – There are several styles of shopfront in the town centre.
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The borough council and the WGC Town Centre partnership have recently
developed a Shopfront and Advertisement Design Guide which is available to
download from the www.welhat.gov.uk.
The design guide identifies and explains the main types of shopfront prevalent
in the town centre and where a new or replacement shopfront is required the
following principles are recommended:
 Do not design the shopfront in isolation but take into account the scale and
style of the existing building and/or the terrace in which it sits. In most
cases the shopfront is part of a larger building/terrace where uniformity is a
key feature.
 Ensure that the shopfront respects the scale and proportions of the building
and its neighbours so that it can harmonise with the street scene.
 If a large shopfront is required extending across more than one premises use
vertical subdivisions such as dividing piers or pilasters and stallrisers to
preserve the appearance of a series of individual units. Individual fascia
boards should also be used or retained.
 Retain traditional architectural detailing or framework elements where
these features have survived, reinstate where they have not and
incorporate these into the new design wherever possible.
 Choose materials that are of good quality and compatible with the rest of
the building. The use of traditional materials such as natural stone or
painted soft wood is encouraged.
 Choose a colour finish that is complimentary. The use of bold or strident
colours is generally not appropriate and should only be used with care and
discretion and to a limited extent.
 Take care over smaller details such as door handles, letter boxes and other
architectural ironmongery so that it complements the age and character of
the building.
 Independent access to upper floors is important. Where this is currently
provided it should be integrated into the overall shopfront design.
 Consider accessibility and security issues from the outset. New shopfronts
should be designed to afford easy, dignified access to disabled people and
others who are mobility impaired.
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8.0 Equality Act 2010 and Equality Duty 2011
The Equality Act 2010 (EA) provides the legal framework that protects people,
including disabled people, from discrimination. It replaces a range of antidiscrimination legislation including the Disability Discrimination Act 2005 (DDA)
although it should be noted that the EA generally carries forward the
protection provided for disabled people by the DDA.
The Act introduced a new public sector Equality Duty which came into force on
5 April 2011 and requires that public authorities in the exercise of their
functions have due regard to the need to:
 Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and
other conduct prohibited by the Act.
 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
 Foster good relations between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
These are sometimes referred to as the three aims or arms of the general
equality duty.
The town centre provides a range of facilities that are used by the whole
community and in the light of this legislation it is important to ensure that the
streetscape is ‘fit for purpose’ and accessible to everyone, including people
who have physical or sensory disabilities. Indeed, it is just as useful to
consider those who may encounter mobility problems such as those with small
children/prams, those carrying heavy shopping or luggage and older people.
The aspiration is to ensure that the streetscape is accessible, safe and inclusive
whilst recognising its heritage and the need to protect and enhance the
character of the town centre. The siting of street furniture should be such that
all users of the town centre are unhindered by inappropriately located
obstacles.
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9.0 Maintenance
The provision of a high quality public realm can be let down if poorly
maintained. The borough council seeks to ensure high standards of
maintenance and cleaning with respect to litter and graffiti whilst the county
council is responsible for the ongoing maintenance and monitoring of the
general wear and tear of those elements of the adopted highway.
Where public realm enhancement projects are being considered the design
should allow for future street cleansing and it is recommended that
maintenance teams should be consulted.
In relation to the adopted highway, the use of high quality materials should
make future maintenance less arduous and represent better value for money
when considered over the long term. The county council has a duty to
maintain the public highway and should undertake regular inspections.
Utility companies often need to renew and repair apparatus such as pipelines,
ducts and cables. Often these result in temporary re-instatements which can
leave the street looking messy and uncared for. Pressure needs to be brought
upon public utilities to carry out their final reinstatements as quickly as
possible and the work must be undertaken to match the adjacent paving
(blacktop is not acceptable).
Many of the current aesthetic issues in the town centre could be solved by a
system of regular quality checks once work completed and to deal with
damage/wear and tear.

10.0 Next steps
This document is a living document that requires input and ultimately support
and agreement from all stakeholders.
Our recommendation is for a strategic review of the town centre to take place
to effect significant change for the 2020 centenary celebrations. In the
meantime we would suggest we begin by talking to the relevant parties to get
agreement on a final palette of street furniture.
CONTACT DETAILS
Should you have any questions about this document please contact the Town
Centre Partnership’s Town Centre Manager, the Planning Implementation Team
at Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council and/or the Highways Team at
Hertfordshire County Council.
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